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with the hunger games movie trilogy ending, a series of tv
movies has been announced. it will feature interviews with
jennifer lawrence and her co-stars, who will speak about the
process of making the movie. the movies will also feature a
tribute to the movie, and even a scene from the original book,
for the first time in over 15 years. with the first two movies,
the hunger games, and its sequels, the hunger games:
catching fire and the hunger games: mockingjay – part two,
winning a record-breaking twelve oscars, the series has
established a new benchmark for the genre of action film. the
hunger games movie trilogy is now regarded as a benchmark
of hollywood, and it has been widely acclaimed for its epic
story, its thrilling plot, and the way it has captured the world of
the hunger games. (the hunger games soundtrack has also
become a hit, and even won a grammy award.) with the trilogy
now finished, its time to move on to the next chapter: the
hunger games: catching fire, which opens on november 22 this
year, and the hunger games: mockingjay – part two, which
opens on november 20, 2015. katniss and peeta are
contestants in the 74th annual hunger games. in the annual
deadly competition, the capitol selects the tribute, or
contestant chosen from a district chosen at random, and the
rest of the district (or player) must compete against him or
her. this year, the tribute chosen is katniss everdeen, a young
woman who is reluctant to participate because she has no
experience in winning. meanwhile, a corrupt capitol politician,
president snow, wants katniss to be the tribute because he
believes she is only capable of compassion. a rebellion is
brewing, however, and katniss must try to bring it to a halt.
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in the end, the question wasnt whether or not catching fire
would do well. theres no way to tell until theyre released. what

we did know was that our previous releases had been great.
our franchise had a rich and loyal fan base. and we knew that
when the movie came out, people would be eager to be a part
of the process. and weve always been able to count on the fact

that people would want to be a part of the conversation. we
knew our fans were passionate and that they wanted to be
part of the process. the success of the hunger games is not

just about the film. it is about the experience of seeing it with
your family, with your friends, and having something that you
can hold in your hands after it comes out and say, that was a
remarkable and important piece of art. its something that we
all share as a fan base. it has a meaning that connects us all.
the question is, will catching fire live up to the hype? we know
it will be a hit. at the same time, i cant help but hope that it

will exceed the expectations of our fans, because theyve been
incredible. theyve shared their passion for the books with us
and with our studio, which has been a privilege. we are so

proud of this film. we hope our fans are too. if anything, collins
has done a great job of translating the hunger games on

screen. theres a good number of scenes in catching fire that
are almost word for word in the book. in the film, its the movie.

its about bringing the hunger games to life, and we want to
make sure that we re-create it for our fans. we are not the

people who came up with the hunger games, so we want to
make sure that we get it right, because this is a story that we

love. 5ec8ef588b
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